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IB League 2 Overview
Introducing broker League 2 is by Fidelis CM for all existing and new IB’s giving the chance to
win a Prizes for achieving each deposit and lots targets every month.

1. Introduction
1.1 Fidelis CM is giving you the chance to win a ("the Prize"). By entering, you agree to be
bound by these terms and conditions.
1.2 The Promotion name is Fidelis CM - Introducing broker League 2, hereinafter referred to
as the Promotion.
1.3 The Promotion is organized and run by Fidelis Capital Markets Incorporated, hereinafter
referred to as the Promoter.
1.4 "The Promoter" "we", "us" and "ours" means Fidelis CM which is a trading name of
Fidelis Capital Markets Incorporated.

2. Eligibility
The Promotion is open to all Fidelis CM IB’s around the world aged 18 or over at the time of
entry. You are not eligible for the Promotion if you are materially connected to the
administration of the Promotion.

3. Participation Terms
3.1 Participants should read these rules carefully and adhere to them during the League.
Ignorance of the rules will not be considered legitimate grounds for a complaint.
3.2 Participation is free.
3.3 Participants can trade both on MT4 and MT5 Platforms.
3.4 Introducing Broker League 2 starts from 1st August 2019 to 31st August 2019.
3.5 You can join Introducing broker League 2 any time by registering IB account with Fidelis
CM.
3.6 Sum of total deposits and Lots of each participant will be calculated on a monthly cycle.
3.7 Both deposits and Lots target should be fulfilled by the participants to claim the prizes.
Example: Mr. FCMIB deposited 24000$ and completed 2500 lots and claimed Apple iPhone
XR, but the claim got rejected due to Insufficient deposit.
Later Mr. FCMIB did a top up of 1000$, which increased the total sum of deposit for the
month to 25000$ and helped Mr. FCMIB to claim - Apple iPhone XR.
3.8 To enter the Promotion, IB’s clients must trade on their real accounts using any trading
instrument we provide.
3.9 Trades on demo accounts do not qualify users to enter the Promotion.
3.10 Order duration is not limited, unless it is stated in the Customer Agreement.
3.11 Only closed trades participate in volume counts.

4. Operating Terms
4.1 Prizes can be ordered and claimed at the end of every month any time providing the
client has enough prize lots to redeem.
4.2 Prizes are limited to one of each type of prize per person.
4.3 The Prizes and participation in the Promotion cannot be exchanged or transferred.
However, if the Prizes offered are unavailable due to circumstances beyond our control,
we reserve the right to offer alternative prizes of equal or greater value.
4.4 Images used in marketing materials are not necessarily representative of actual prizes.
Actual prizes may vary.
4.5 Your prize will be dispatched to your chosen delivery address within 30 days of claiming
your prize.
4.6 Each participant agrees to provide real data. Providing fake data may result in
disqualification from the Promotion.
4.7 By participating in this promotion, you automatically give permission for Fidelis CM to
use your full name and country of residence in future Fidelis CM marketing activity
including www.Fidelis CM.com and Fidelis CM Company News.

5. Prize Table

Deposit
10000
25000
50000
75000
100000
500000
1000000

24999
49999
74999
99999
499999
999999
Above

Lots

Offers

1000
2500
4000
7500
10000
20000
30000

Smart Watch
One plus 7 pro/ Apple iPhone XR
Samsung S10+/Apple iPad/ Digital Camera
Ultra-Thin UHD TV / Trip to Asian Country
Trip to Europe for couple
Mini SUV / Sedan
BMW X1/Jaguar XE/Audi A3/Mercedes Benz - GLA

6. League Guidelines
6.1 You may open positions of any size (within the bounds of the free margin on the trading
account and any restrictions that exist for the type of account you are using).
6.2 All transactions must be, made in accordance with Fideliscm's "Terms of Business" and
other related documents.
6.3 Refer to the Instruments section on website to understand the instruments that may be
traded.
6.4 ANY KIND of IP match will be subject to disqualification
6.5 Any kind of arbitrage trading or any other abuse with pricing and/or quotes will be
subject to disqualification from the Promotion.
6.6 The Promoter reserves the right to reject or disqualify any participant without explaining
the reason. Reasons for disqualification may include opening big volume opposite orders
with the same currency pairs in different trading accounts at approximately the same
time, as well as the usage of failures in the quote flow for getting guaranteed profit, or
any other kinds of cheating.
6.7 All trading techniques or EAs are allowed. Fidelis CM reserves the right to declare any
prize already given invalid and subject to cancellation upon direct or indirect evidence of
attempted fraudulent operations with the prize funds.
6.8 Any situation not described in these rules shall be subject to the Promoter's decision.
6.9 Fidelis CM reserves the right to change, update or cancel this promotion with
notification in Fidelis CM Company News.

6.10 The Promoter is Fidelis CM, Suite 305, Griffith Corporate Centre, Beachmont,
Kingstown, St. Vincent and the Grenadines.

7. Complaints and Disputes
7.1 All complaints that arise during the League which are associated with operations on a
trading account are reviewed in accordance with the "Account Opening Agreement".
7.2 Complaints arising in connection with the results of a round or the League as a whole
should be sent to support@fideliscm.com with the subject
“FidelisCM IB league season 2".
7.3 Participants who wish to dispute their scoring should demonstrate how the scores was
calculated improperly and must also send their version.
7.4 The League Administration has the right to reject a complaint if it does not conform to
the terms specified in clauses above
7.5 In any disputes, the League Administration will be the sole authority to make final
decisions based on common market practice.
7.6 Abuse or manipulation of the league rules may result in a warning or, if deemed
necessary, disqualification from the League.

8. Force Majeure
8.1 The League Administrator has the right to suspend or terminate the League if a situation
arises where the conditions are unfair for most Participants.
8.2 The League Administration has the right to suspend or terminate the League if its
continuation is rendered impossible due to extraordinary circumstances beyond the
control of the League Administration (natural disasters, war, political conflict, etc.).
8.3 In the case of suspension or termination of the league, the League Administration may
resume the league with the same participants or hold registration again and start the
league again from the beginning. In all cases, the final decision will be made by the
League Administration and all information on this decision will be posted on the website
with reasonable advanced notice
8.4 If the league is not resumed and completed, the results at the moment of suspension
will not be considered to form the grounds for the awarding of prizes.

